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GUNSHIELD™ CLP®  EVO 5                             Info
There are well known reasons for guns cleaning. Less is known necessity for their oiling. There are micro-holes in 
steel surface treatment (blacking) that have to be filled to avoid corrosion. In a past was oil taken as only one 
useful preservation agent. Nevertheless up-to-date chemistry moved further because of oils disadvantages.
Oils have lower dissolving properties and treated surface is greasy and sticky. That’s why who takes care about 
any fire weapon has to have cleaned that weapon by some specialized chemical. 
Then preserves all parts with anticorrosion oil and finally to grease moving parts. So the most people think for 
good gun maintenance there are necessary 3 means. Some people believe there is sufficient for them just one 
universal oil. Disadvantages of both principles are also well known but human way of thinking change slower as 
chemistry is.
To solve the all mentioned problems, and many more unspoken, several producers on the world developed CLP 
products for guns. This group is characterized by gun Cleaning, Lubricating and Preserving in one step with one 
product. Criteria for such products are very tight. There are:

-  Fast dilute or dissolve previous grease or oil, metal particles from barrels, carbon and 
 gun powder residues, etc.
-  Excellent lubricating properties under low and high temperatures.
-  Good anticorrosion effect and the whole gun preservation with low add on.
-  Don’t attack anyone from gun construction materials.
-  Not sticky surface, etc.

REDCON ONE, together with mayor gun producer, developed own unique CLP® product.
This product had been tested by special Police and Military unites worldwide. During these trials 
GUNSHIELD™ CLP® from REDCON ONE proved some advantages:

-  It effectively neutralizes aggressive residues from burning gun powder.
-  It removes beginning spot corrosion.
- It removes copper or lead particles from barrel without necessity to use another 
 chemical for neutralization.
-  It dissolves carbon.
-  When solvents from CLP® evaporate, surface isn’t greasy and sticky. It repels dust and water droplets.
-  Anticorrosion protection has long duration even in the seacoast places.
-  Repeated gun cleaning increases product efficiency.
-  It has low consumption compare to oils.
-  Influence on the first shot is negligible and immeasurable.
-  Lubricants are thixotropic and they act as skate on ice. Under normal conditions there are stiff and when 
some parts moves they become liquid on interfaces.

Application of GUNSHIELD™ CLP® from REDCON ONE is simple and fast. To spray or pour product directly on 
gun or on piece of cloth. In a case using a cloth apply it immediately on a gun. Wait certain time to liquid acts. 
Before it is dry, clean surfaces. Let weapon dry completely.

Developed and produced according to requirements and specifications MIL-PRF-63460 E
Development and manufacturing takes place in the Czech Republic.
CLP® in the Czech Republic a protected trademark.


